IRP Newsline: IRP Membership Meeting June 19th

May 27, 2020

Please register for a virtual open meeting of the IRP membership on Friday, June 19, 1 – 2:30 pm Eastern.

The meeting will include discussion of two proposed ballots:

- 2020.01 – Uploading Data to the Repository
- 2020.02 – Composition of IRP Board of Directors

Register to Attend
Sharing IRP Best Practices during the Crisis

Join us for a conversation with colleagues this week: Sharing IRP Best Practices during the Crisis: IRP in Uncertain Times.

During this virtual roundtable, participants will share any best practices discovered during the COVID-19 crisis. If your office transitioned to working from home, how was that managed? What worked? What had to be adjusted? What changes will be made as a result of this experience? What are your lessons learned? How are you facing ramping back up to regular business? The feedback from this session will be used in creation of a new tip sheet.

Industry members of the IRP community are welcome to attend, though the conversation will focus on jurisdiction offices.

Sign up for one of the sessions, today or tomorrow at 1 – 2 pm Eastern.
IRP Summary Provides Key Talking Points

Do you need to explain IRP to a high level official? Prepare your “elevator speech” by using the IRP summary. This overview describes IRP in language tailored to those new to these issues, and covers what IRP is, why jurisdictions are members, and jurisdiction obligations.

Access the Summary
Gain valuable knowledge about the processes involved in IRP / IFTA auditing. Participate in five on-demand webinars created for jurisdiction staff working in IRP / IFTA auditing and earn the Fundamentals of IRP / IFTA Auditing Certificate.

- Pre-Audit Planning & Opening Conference
- Evaluation of Internal Controls
- Sampling
- To Project or Not to Project
- Report Writing / Closing Conference / Audit File

CVSA Emergency Declaration Portal

The Commercial Vehicle Safety Alliance (CVSA) has created an Emergency Declaration Portal for COVID-19 related declarations and waivers.
IRP, Inc. worked jointly with CVSA to provide initial information received from jurisdictions. While the IRP Emergency Waivers page focuses on IRP registrations, the CVSA Emergency Declaration Portal posts waivers from both IRP and other federal and state authorities. Jurisdictions are encouraged to upload and submit current notifications to the site using the login information provided by CVSA. If you have any questions or need help obtaining login credentials for this CVSA site, please contact Chris Turner.
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